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creativity to come up with new ways of overcoming challenges. it's in the details, like the hundreds of alchemy ingredients that only appear in certain locations, that the game shines. you can actually download the very same game client as this one here, and it will install the mods for you. if you already have the game, then you should get all of your mods installed
at once with this method. if you're a pc gamer that's not too familiar with modding, then this is the easiest way to go. welcome to the pc gamer pro modding discord, where you can ask questions, give feedback, and offer suggestions. i'll be around during the day for those who have questions, and i'll be on discord 24/7 to do the same with those who need technical

support. we'll be performing our usual check for updates every night as well, so don't forget to check your game's launcher if you're in need of a patch. remember, you don't have to download our videos if you don't want to.
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skyrim also has a built-in map editor that lets you make maps for any game mode. this lets you create your own adventures or play through the game's main quest in a different way. just be careful not to make mistakes or you might brick your save. skyrim's performance and framerate can be inconsistent, especially when the game is loaded with a large amount of
mods and the graphics are set to high. luckily, there are a ton of fixes for these problems, from a skyrim patch to a graphics mod to make the game run smoothly. a lot of the fixes are quite old, but the community has done a pretty good job of keeping them updated. skyrim's intro has a new (optional) feature that lets you hide your progress. this is done by checking
a box at the beginning of the game. you can still return to it if you want, but it will let you proceed with your adventure more quickly. it's especially useful if you're playing solo, or if you're playing the game for the first time and you want to get into it as quickly as possible. don't worry, though, it doesn't prevent you from using all the features the game has to offer.
harpoons are a new type of weapon in skyrim. use them to attack targets, or use them to keep yourself safe. they're slightly less powerful than normal arrows, and you'll need to hit things twice to kill them, but they're much more durable. they also fly farther, giving you a bit more range. they take longer to reload than regular arrows, but they're also much cheaper
to make, which makes them a good choice for a one-time use weapon. skyrim's ranged weapons, such as bows, bolts, and crossbows, now have a maximum range. so long as you're standing next to the target, you'll be able to shoot them, but once you've moved, they'll no longer be able to hit you. this isn't so much a bug as it is a feature, and i think it's a good one.

bows and crossbows don't really have that much range, so they end up being much less useful once you're past a certain distance. 5ec8ef588b
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